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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015120204A1] The present invention relates to systems and methods for price point analysis which identifies dynamic root dimensional
causes and enables identification of opportunities. Price point analysis includes analyzing transactions to generate a data set of transactions,
identifying a primary waterfall cause of the data set, and lastly generating a discrete root dimensional cause classification by setting the primary
waterfall cause as a dependent variable and all other dimensions as independent variables, and clustering the transactions into segments along
dimensional boundaries that best explain the primary waterfall cause, thereby identifying the root cause and its location. In some embodiments,
the transactions may be pre-processed before analyzing. Also, it relates to systems and methods for waterfall adjustment analysis which identifies
continuous root dimensional causes and enables identification of opportunities. Waterfall adjustment analysis includes analyzing transactions
to generate a data set of transactions, and then generating a continuous root dimensional cause classification by setting recoverable lift as a
dependent variable and selected dimensions as independent variables, and clustering transactions into segments along dimensional boundaries
that best explain the primary waterfall cause, thereby identifying the root cause and its location. In some embodiments, the transactions may be pre-
processed before processing to allow for the examination of adherence to specific business hypotheses. The selected dimensions are dimensions
above the lowest level of a hierarchy, selected by the user as dominant dimensions, and/or dimensions that are the lowest level of the hierarchy and
having a cardinality that is less than or equal to the cardinality termination value.
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